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Letters
Dear Derek and friends,

To

summer Luis Meque's
Friends - Free At Last. I have now received
purchased

I

last

by post the September issue of Gallery
magazine which I appreciate a lot. The
painting is savoured and enjoyed everyday

my

by

wife and myself, and also

visitors.

my

everybody

produces.

a method which

Meque

with the rest of

where there
is

and where

beings and the

fear,

second thoughts. The painting
energy and passion, but also

harmony

a

the

where there

is full

full

poor English.

I

many

also find

of

in

keep for myself as

I

think

my

learn

Zimbabwean

exhibition of

December.

in
it

if

that there
artists in

for anything

I

remain

remember is that we
vacuum and we are

thing to

at

your disposal

and

artists

and

if

workers

arts

country

arts administrators in this

vision

— mobilising

all

— through processes

our

Working

that facilitate

consultation, participation, interaction and
integration at

people
to

—

all

levels of arts and with

all

will provide access for all people

an appropriate form of arts.

me

workers and

say this to

all artists

arts administrators

and

arts

of this

you see gender, race, tribe,
you must ask yourself only
Wliy? Let's stop poinUng
one question
fingers at each other and work for a better
tomorrow for our art community.
if

colour, religion

—

Dear Editor,

arts

own

of the low

Raphael Chlkukwa

performance and productivity by our

and culture organisations. From

my

observation there are various rea.sons

for this: politics being the first, coalitions,

confiicts

and resource allocation.

The reason being

common

vision.

Why?

Dear

Editor,

that here artists lack a

Why?

Because of

I

enjoyed the

article

by Margaret Garlake on

organisational politics. This so-called

the recent British sculpture exhibition,

organisational politics involves intentional

Changed World,

acts of influence to
interests

enhance or protect

triggered primarily by uncertainty.

made

uncertain by five

from within our

arts

common

We

in the no.

is

are

sources

and culture

A

18 issue of

Gallery magazine. However,

self

of groups. Political manoeuvring

puzzling exhortation to local

it

contained a

artists to

"recognise not only the potential of the

discarded found object, hut more
importantly, the imaginative space that

it

offers jor transformation rather than

organisations:
1

unclear objectives

2.

vague performance measures

3.

ill-defined decisions

Zimbabwe, since

4.

strong individual groups

has always had to recycle, as a matter of

5.

a

imitation".

lack of opportunities for interaction across

number of historic

divides.

Concurrent

mounted

Museum and

at the

sponsored by

USIS, with contribufions from the
It

was

First

interesting to visit both

and

waste materials

The foreign

in the

Zimbabwean show.
was

exhibition, though pleasing,

more self-conscious, and
some expensive materials, not all of

less imaginative,
u.sed

which, as

I

recall,

were genuinely recycled.

necessity,

the

UDI

years, and before,

and not as part of a frivolous

First-

In 1995 a

most

World experimental process.

to the "converters' par

excellence of 'objets retrouves' in Africa!

is,

we keep on working

can move forward together sharing one

country,

critical

in its ingenuity,

artistic integrity.

was preaching

My question to all

require.

observers are not

heaps was astounding

Perhaps Ms. Garlake missed these

Lastly, let

level of

and items used,

exhibitions and therefore did not realise she

together

Santiago Llee (Spain)

Many

at

Zimbabwe. The

apartness, enemity or division.

Holland

would very much appreciate
me by e-mail of any
Europe and of any news on

you could

At the end of the day

energies, expertise and resources.

1

Meque's legacy.

a difference.

was an

you could inform

other event in

made

created for togetherness not for alienation,

We

from the magazine

we can make

could not explain

I

craft,

gleaned from household waste and city scrap

World.

enemies but we are brothers and

One

common
I

light,

separately?

I

English.

in

is

darkness,

sadness, joy."

what do we hope for

other

emotions and meanings which

feelings,

is

and

with this exhibition was another similar one,

pardon:

are blue, red, yellow, black,

are not living in a

of harmony,

me, badly explained

to

are not

sisters.

without

his life.

means

painting

is

pink, white or green.

we

seems he could only reach at
This is basically what the

it

end of

is injury,

us

lei

doubt, faith; where there

there

Whether you

love and friends

without restrictions, without

the National Gallery of

humour and

hatred

is

art

from 'discarded found objects' was held

note the infinitely more resourceful use of

harmony of

human

He embraces

tenderness.

rejects revenge, aggression

successful exhibition of

cure this virus, "where there

despair, hope:

of love, friendship and

final reach

like to

conflict

really inspiring.

It is

represents the final

it

would

I

diversity of materials

Together as one

For me.

workers

and retaliation." The foundation of such a
method is love. Artists in this country are
divided and the division here is a virus. To

where there

friends in Spain as

shocked by the constellation of

is

it

my

arts

"Man must evolve for all human

.u>w love:

has really been an enormous

It

success amongst

emotions

all

and

all artists

say

Annette Eastwood

Thomas Mukarobgwa,
1978, 70 X 48 X 21cm,

(Photo courtesy of

Bird Carrying Spirit People,

brown serpentine

NGZ)

Barbara Murray
^pays tribute to the
inspiring

life,

creative

imagination and expressive
work of one of Zimbabwe's important artists

Thomas Mukarobgwa
Imagine the

bom

of a child

Nyanga

in 1924.

ninning through

the bush and the fields, splashing in the rivers, watching the Bateleur

work in
onward

eagles soaring above, following after troops of baboons through the

responding to the bright, friendly face peering

mountains and open grasslands, learning the values and philosophy

of the then newly completed National Art Gallery; Thomas's

of his people through experience, storytelling and music.

employment as the first gallery attendant; his teaching McEwen
about Zimbabwean traditions and culture; his introduction to

life

in

Inquisitive, full of mischief, participating happily in the daily life of

the village,

Thomas

been a delightful
cattle, often

Mu

child.

(as

spending days

and travelling

to

we

affectionately

knew him) must have

His duties included herding the family's
in the

bush either

in

company

or alone,

neighbouring villages for social events or to sacred

Growing up within the then little
Manyika people of the Eastern
Highlands of Zimbabwe, Thomas was deeply imbued with the

places for religious ceremonies.
altered traditional

way

spirituality of nature

of

life

of the

and with a firm belief

in

man's essential

integration in the natural universe.

His open and adventurous approach to
further and as a

life

urged him

young adult Thomas moved

to

to explore

Harare and found

a theatre bar. Various stories of his life
are

now

from

that time

McEwen. in 1957,
through the window

en.shrined in local history: Frank

painting and sculpture; his travels to exhibit overseas; the purchase

of his work by
basis of Frank

were partners

MOMA, New York. Thomas Mu's canon was the
McEwen's enthusiasm for Shona culture
the two

in the

developments of those early years

—
— and

Thomas's 40 years of dedicated service at the National Gallery,
while various directors came and went, has provided a resonant
sounding board. There
important

— he was

is

no doubt

that his role has

been very

a founder and father of contemporary art in

Zimbabwe. Thomas himself believed deeply in the importance of
his work in passing on his knowledge and in extending expressions
of local culture into painting and sculpture. Music also remained
important to him and, for example, he was responsible for

,

resuscitating interest in an almost forgotten traditional instrument,

the single-stringed chipendani, by giving lectures and recitals at the
gallery.

I

met Thomas when

first

was

me

the

Head

I

He

joined the National Gallery in 1975.

Attendant and, with great warmth and delight, he took

under his fatherly wing and began to

initiate

me

into the beliefs

and traditions of the culture of which he was justifiably proud. Part
of my job description was research for a book on the "Shona"
sculpture and

many

Thomas became

showman. His

face and

was

a guiding spirit for me, as he

visitors to the National Gallery in those days.

He was

for

a natural

body ignited with enthusiasm, he would
own and

regale us with narratives about the local artworks, his
others, explaining their

backgound,

meanings. His knowledge of local culture was wide and deep. So

was

his storyteller's inspiration.

The dividing

line

between

edges and appearance of internal movement knit

them inseparably together The human and animal figures in contrast
appear more still and self-contained within the pulsating
surroundings, perhaps signifying our difference from other natural
forms

in

our mistaken belief that

we can

act independently, the very

source of our problems. This traditional African
finds increasing relevance as

modem mankind

wisdom once again

grapples with the

ills

of imbalanced industrialisation.

Thomas used

strong colours giving a hyper-intensified experience of

nature's forces; they are at times symbolic with reds and yellows

signifying danger as in

Old Man Afraid To Cross where both these

colours, as well as heavy black directional lines and turbulence

created by smaller shapes, are concentrated in the dangerous

and

histories, references

area, their jagged

and

fact

The sense of threat

crossing place.

is

also increased by the large

dark shapes looming above the vulnerably small and bent figure.

many

humans should

possible fiction

Thomas

pleasure in

not enter, that one needed the blessing and protection of the spirits

was often hard to distinguish and there was such
listening that it was easy to dismiss any such need.
and

Thomas embellished

his stories with asides

humorous moments,

revelling in surprise or shock, gauging the

reactions of his audience and taking
into his

own

them

details, relishing

as far as they

would follow

told

and a guide

Human

stories of places in the

figures in the paintings are usually unclothed, echoing the

natural state of the animals portrayed and a stripping

personal world.

Mwari, the great Shona God, and
spirits of nature with power and influence,
activated by the spirits
of animals with voices, and intentions, of people passed on but still
intimately involved. Human beings were inextricably linked to all
these spirits in a continuum of differing relationships and

was

a magical place, ordained by

—

interdependencies. Before the introduction of stone,

Thomas

With

My

Cattle and

in his early

works, such as Where

I

Old Man Afraid To Cross, Thomas's

Used To Go
beliefs are

richly expressed. His intense awareness of spiritual energies

was

is

depicted through the use of colour, patched thickly on in

texturing brushstrokes, the juxtapositioning and mingling creating a

sense of vibrating motion in

stillness.

commune

me

with nature, to become a natural being,

it

that to

was

necessary to go unwashed and without clothes into the bush for
several days. In this

way

the animals

and

spirits

would be able

to

recognise you, would no longer be suspicious, and you could

become

part of

them again.

Although clearly defined

Most of the paintings focus on

in

this sense

of integration and

interdependence, the different elements forming one
In

Cave House

environment. In

appear together they are
other.

And

all

web of creation.

example the human dwelling is part of its
Beautiful Crossed Tree it is impossible to

for

distinguish the tree from

successfully translated into the visual elements of his paintings.

Energy

truly

away of visual

told

McEwen

provided materials and encouraged the members of his Workshop

School to paint and,

that

to pass through.

barriers to the essential nature of people.
It

bush

are totally

Where human and animals
communion, talking with each
encompassed by vegetation, water, earth,

its

surrounds.

in close

mountains.

(left)

Thomas Mu

painting in the

Workshop school and wearing

RNG's

his

RNG

attendant's uniform, c.1960

(opposite top) Thomas Mukarobgwa,
Old Man Afraid To Cross, 1961
69.75 X 91.25cm, oil on card
(opposite below) Thomas Mukarobgwa,
Where I Used To Go With My Cattle, 1961,
69.75 X 91.25cm, oil on card

Though Thomas could

how

precisely
see

an expression of his

is

tell you
would recognise it. What we
personal vision and what we sense is an

pinpoint the place he had painted,

to get there,

no

intense relationship between

visitor

all

The paintings are the secret places of memory and imagination
drawn from real experiences in the bush, heightened and condensed
by a love of beauty and belief in spirits. This is a vivid rendition of
ways by

diffci

nt artists:

Gallery no 15),

But

it

many different
Mumvumira Tree

depicted in

Henry Munyaradzi

in

Land of Evil (see Gallery no
absent from the work of younger

"^mael Wilfred in

becoming

is

artists as

It is

-oticeably

(see
16).

they are gradually absorbed into urban environments and

take up Western views of

Beautiful

1962, 69.75 x 91.25cm,

oil

child or family groups, through

importance of love and caring. Or

McEwen's Western

by black Zimbabweans did not

much

patrons as

as the stone sculpture

a demand that
way influenced by Western

which was developing. This was largely caused by
African
art.

art

Using

be 'authentic"
oil paints

i.e.

not in any

and canvas was judged too Western. European

could and did copy African masks and motifs and were

artists

honoured for

their 'innovation'

whereas African

European materials or motifs were denigrated
artists.

some

artists

who

used

as not 'real' African

These double standards became deeply entrenched and to
In 966, Thomas gave up painting to

extent persist today.

movement of
Listening To

spirits

A

not to suggest that his stonework

is

not original and

painting can be readily identified in his sculpture.
is

The

aesthetic

only altered by the material. Recognising stone's more

direct visual relation to flesh,

Thomas

concentrated on expressing the

experiences and relationships of humans and animals. Here too there
is

a sense of flux.

Bird

through

human

life.

Or human and animal

as in

Friend a gentle depiction of the ideal interaction.

these express the

Shona

belief in the interchangeability of spirits

and, although largely unrecognised due to the lack of

documentation, institutionalised forms and dogma, the Shona
religion

is

the equivalent of

any of the other world

religions.

Mu

historic,

economic and

political, the art

of

known in Zimbabwe as it should be. In
recent years, encouraged by a London dealer, he began to paint
again and many works left the country without having been
exhibited here. Perhaps one day we will see them and a more
thorough understanding be gained. In Zimbabwean terms. Thomas
was a leader of the local avant-garde, breaking new ground in

Thomas

is

not as widely

cultural expression,

and

I

hope

that future generations will

pour into

the National Gallery in their thousands to see retrospective

exhibitions of his work.

For his many friends and extended family, among.st

genuinely authentic. The philosophical principles which underly his

translation

in

What Westerners would term 'inanimate' nature was occasionally
made visible and 'animate" as in Spirit Emerging From Rocks. All

gratefully
is

and animal as

1

concentrate on the 'authentic' sculpture.

This

spirit

life.

this exciting start, painting

appeal to

Tree,

They may be human and human as in mother and
which Thomas expressed the

intertwining.

For various reasons,
Despite

Crossed
on card

Carrying Spirit People which provides one example of the

forms of natural and supernatural

life.

the Shona pt i'osophy of nature.

Thomas Mukarobgwa,

The rounded forms seldom have defmed edges or

boundaries; they meld and flow into each other, overlapping and

number myself,

there

unfailing generosity, ebullient

The artworks remain
spirit

continues.

as

do

the

is

whom

the loss of his great

charm and

the

magic of

1

warmth,
his stories.

memories, and without doubt

his

Therese Houyoux, Pleated Figure, 1995,
150 X 60cm, decoupage and ink on paper

Frances Marks,
art historian

and

critic,

looks at a recent

works
by both local and

exhibition of

international artists

with particular

emphasis on material

a\

\r

have been

Works on Paper
and the Print) was to
offer a brighter and more painterly
alternative to the annual graphics show

that the brush might, for once,

(involving the Line

abandoned

usually held at Gallery Delta at this time of

be. After arriving at the exhibition

The

intention behind

year. Certainly the invitation

sounded

promising to someone like myself who has a
passion for drawings, it seeming to suggest

in

favour of a pencil or burin.

Unfortunately, for

having got over
that there

were

me

my

at least, this

initial

in fact

was not to
and

disappointment

no drawings, sketches

or non-printed linear works to be seen

I

7

mentally abandoned the rooms as a forum
for a display of

draughtsmanship and

about focusing on the ways

set

which the

in

had worked with paper, the stipulated
medium. Here there were surprises and
some stunning contradictions.

artists

The

first

and most dramatic of these was
artist from

provided by Lanzi, a visiting
China. But for her signature

at the

bottom

one might have sooner thought these
.seemingly traditional works to have been
painted by a European

artist.

Lanzi's watercolours, three

examining local

flora

still-lives

and geology, were

distractingly realistic, yet her technique

avoided the

final

tedium

which

to

watercolours of this genre are

all

too often

prone. All were aerial views of small

from a

sections of ground seen

—

inverted angle
interesting

slightly

a perspective far

more

and original than the usual

perpendicular view of tops and sides. Here,

one normally associates with

the delicacy

Chinese painting had been

traditional

translated into an eveness of tone

and a

calligraphic use of the brush sensible to fluid

descriptions of fine almost "pickable" detail.

The impact of these works was

significantly

enhanced by the unpainted band of paper
Lanzi left around each image and by her
choice to

'float' the

entirety, within a

composition, in

background. Not only did
illusionism of her

this

work but

add

to the

the deckle edges,

watermark and the

the visibility of the

texture of the white
the paper

its

frame on a dark

band made a feature of

itself.

Hilary Kashiri also had three works on show,
all

of which were very

which he

is

much

in the

currently working.

Speechless and Composition

in

vein in

Trapped,

Paper were

however, more than expansions of ideas'

from canvas onto paper Kashiri 's
interpretation of the working brief extended
to the actual

making and

staining of the

paper out of which these collages were
formed. That the varying weights, textures,
colours and layers remained visible in the
finished

work was

also fundamental.

Kashiri's compositions thus forced an

appreciation of both the

imagery

it

important

incorporates.
as,

medium and
Each was

and dependent on, the

The same was

the

as
other.

true of Berry Bickle's

MMlwioi-ies. images which could be likened
to visual

odes to Grecian urns. In each of

two compositions the urn dissolves and
reforms, separating and reincorporating
beautifully rendered birds in one. a hoopoe
the

and cheetah

in the other.

The

rich buff

colour of the paper on which Bickle chose to

each image harmonises with her palette
and further accentuates the assuredness of
print

Bickle's superb draughtsmanship.

In

presenting them as wholly visible sheets of

paper Bickle's works demanded an

medium and

appreciation of both the

it,

works by Lanzi and Kashiri.
was that they were

as did those

The only

its

which carried

relationship with the surface

frustration

dated 1993, which jarred with the identity of
the

show

as a

forum

contemporary works

for

on paper.
Bickle also had five other

my

show, about which

2D works

on

were mixed.
The Alexandrine miracula series (collage on
feelings

board) were, without doubt, arresting but

perhaps less successful when viewed

in the

context of the exhibition. In each of the

— dressmaking
— was almost

three the paper element

patterns and photocopies

completely subsumed by the media which
overlaid

The

it.

textual elements alone

rescued Silence, Caprimulgus Fossi

from similar
latter

If the

fates.

and

I

//

key to these two

works, extensions of Bickle's ongoing

concern with post-colonial
the paper itself

was

it

was not

identity,

at least the intellectual

content and implications of paper.

Likewise

was only

it

as formal

considerations of the essence of paper that

1

could begin to reconcile Gerry Dixon's

wooden

On A

cross-sections. Too Beautiful and

Plate as appropriate for a

Works on Paper. Even

if

show

entitled

they did offset, or

complete, the series of hand-coloured prints.
Flight ofX, in

much

same manner

the

as

Richard Jack's wood sculpture Four Figures
did for the print of the same tide, their

presence together might have been less

The

disruptive had they not been for sale.

impact of Dixon's Suprematist Xs was
lessened by the proximity of these

wooden

cross-sections, and of the thematically

inappropriate Art's Cool (teak and plastic

Had

inlay).

shown on

they been

their

they would have been stunning, as
they had more the status of a

2D

it

own

was

backdrop.

Jack's comparatively delicate candy-pink

and blue on white

overwhelmed by

was equally

print

the close-positioning of

its

very solid sculptural cousin (from whence
the print originated).

Paper

is

whilst

1

essential to the printmaker and,
felt that

(with the exception of

Kazumi Amano's colour-embossed
Fabrication) the qualities of the paper and
the

manner

in

which

it

was used

for this

occasion were sadly more or less irrelevant,

some

local prints

relation to

were not without merit. In

image and

identity a delight

was

provided by the combination of George

Chum's two monoprints. Sunny Day and Sun
and Rain Day with Figures, a coloured
etching by the Japanese

artist

Euchi

Shibuya. Viewed together these prints

(above) Berry Bickle, Mythologies,
1993, 50 X 37cm, lithographic print

defied cultural boundaries of place and time.

Truly international

appearance Sunny

in its

appeal and

Day was

linear invention of temperate places

atmospheres. Retaining his
palette

(opposite top) Lanzi, Life

an evocative

III,

1

999,

86 X 71cm, watercolour on paper

and

own joyful

and the linear workings of an active

(opposite below) Hilary Kashiri, Trapped, 1999,
76 X 57cm, collage with acrylic and woodcut

(above) George Churu, Sunny Day,
1999, 42 X 42.5cm, monoprint
(opposite top) Euchi Shibuya, Figures,
c. 1975, 62 X 38.5cm, etching

10

(opposite below) Milton Zinumwa, Ready To Go.
1999, 16 X 12.5cm, dry point

imagination Churu's prints had a

mind

sophistication that brought to

Klee and the

intricacies of Paul

worlds of August Macke but
for once,

was independently

the

lyrical

in a

way

that,

original rather

than derivative.

At

the other

end of the

and Ready

print)

The

first,

Go

to

own way was

their

cultural scale

were

Fann Workers I (screen

Milton Zinumwa's

(dry point).

Each

in

unequivocally African.

Fcinn Workers

to bring the relationship

was

a witty effort

was printed on
was possible to

image closer together
paper through which

/,

between paper and

It

it

discern a headline and text concerning water
levels.

Consequently, the image of screen-

printed figures working in the fields at once

acquired a meaning that was tied more
closely to present event.s rather than culture
alone,

which would have been the case

Zinumwa had chosen
which

By

to print.

contrast

more

if

a plain background on

Ready

to

Go was

A

eternal in tone.

woman

sympathetic study of a

commentary

a

definitive and

tying her

baby to her back before standing up and
moving off, the success of this print stems
from the fact that the demands of technique
and draughtsmanship upon each other were

more than mutually

satisfied.

Approximately half way along the cultural
scale set up by Churu and Zinumwa were
the

recumbent figures by James

Both

Jali.

Jane and Yimbai were studies of female
nudes of somewhat overblown proportions.
Their pneumatic bodies appeared hastily

drawn

as

opposed

to rapidly sketched

and

hardly benefited from the characteristics and

technique of monotype reproduction. As
life

studies

it

was

character of the

difficult to identify the

The two

sitter.

figures

were

neither definitively African, Caucasian,

Asian nor Indian

of

in identity and, the titles

these works notwithstanding, this ambiguity
did not appear to have been deliberate but

merely the result of poor visual judgment.

There was a similarly disappointing
disparity

between the two torsos exhibited

by Greg Shaw. Torso

I

was an expressive,

powerful, even violent image of the
form.

Though Torso

II

on

the other

human
hand

was, objectively, lost in Ihefuria of
brushstrokes

it

was evidently not intended

as an abstract either. Mc^eover, both

appeared to have been pointed on paper
the absence of any canvas with

in

little

concession or appeal to their very different
qualities.

On

the other hand,

Helen Lieros applied her

very personal technique to the use of paper,
building up the layers of paint and the paper
itself,

the

employing a variety of methods. In

War Games

series,

it

was

the visual and

very tactile effects that are exclusive to her

choice of materials and her manipulation of

n

their qualities

which added

significantly to

the actual imagery itself (that alone could

work equally well

on canvas).

in oil

Therese Huyoux. a guest
Switzerland,

who

from

artist

has exhibited

Gallery

at

Delta on several occasions, offered an
extension of her intricate blend of pricked

and inked decoupage previously revealed

show

at

The Image (Gallery Delta,
July 1995). Most stunning was Pleated
Figure which suggested the idea of a
the

entitled

template for humanity

at

most pure,

it

unfettered by the corruptions of daily

The geometry of the
which were the basis

life.

vessel-like forms,
for the three other

images on show, gave shape to a many-sided
Venus-like figure whose actual structure was
quietly mesmerising.

If the uniting principle

behind the varying

responses of the invited

artists to

Paper could have been viewed

Works on

as a variant

on the philosophy behind the quote from
Foucault which Bickle incorporated
Silence Caprimulgus Fossi

I it

in

her

would have

been an outstanding achievement. However
this

was not

the case, the contrasts of

approach and technique being, with a few
exceptions, less resonant or vital than

hoped they would

be. Admittedly,

shows are always a varied

affair but

on Paper was weakened by

I

had

group

Works

a lack of

cohesion and the lowlights unfortunately
greatly tempered the highlights.

Greg Shaw, Torso
mixed media on paper

(top)

1

2

1,

1999, 70 x 99cm,

(below) Helen Lleros, War Games - One by Three,
1999, 98.5 X 55.5cm, mixed media on paper

Photos

all

by Barbara Murray

.

The

BBC radio programme

"Outlook" called

in ideas for

a

sculpture to adorn a long-time

vacant plinth, near Nelson's

column in Trafalgar Square,
London, a world-famous spot.

History

Gerry Dixon submitted this
proposal: "A 5-6 metre high
representation of a black plastic

bag with a knot tied in it and
contoured such that there is a
semblance of a judge-like
down."

effigy bearing

The proposed title: History
The sculpture would be
aluminium and

cast in

electrochemically anodised to
give

it

a permanent high quality

hard tough black shiny finish.

The maquette shows the left
arm tucked into History jacket
's

in

keeping with Nelson.

Photo credit:
Gerry Dixon and
Laura Henderson

Yacouba Konate, Professor
of Philosophy and
Aesthetics at the University

Abidjan-Cocody
in Cote d'lvoire,
highlights the need for
of

analytical, locally-based,

Mustapha Dime,
Contemporary Dance,
1995, mixed media

art criticism

one may point out a polymorph demand for

In Africa,

criticism. This

about

demand

Indeed, very few artists in Africa

art.

art

related to a real deficit of writing

is

own

a personal

Even when they have attained a certain notoriety,
most of them only feature in collective catalogues where,
alongside their identity photo and a short CV, one or two photos
of their works are reproduced. Bouba Keita from Mali who
died in 1997, Malagatana from Mozambique. Ahmadou Sow in
Senegal, Lyolo from Democratic Congo
all those artists who
catalogue.

have dedicated
merit a

their life to art

monograph

—
— deserve

critical

reviews and

for instance.

Secondly, the demand for art criticism comes from the public.
The deregulation of the traditional rules of aesthetics, the
proliferation of conceptual art,

and the

fact that anything

can be

presented as an artwork lead the public to understand that

anybody, including themselves, can pretend

to

be

artists.

the public need to verify their doubts and incertitudes.

look to the

critics,

The demand

waiting for enlightening argument.

from the artworks

for art criticism proceeds also

themselves. The

But

So they

dynamism of creativity and power of

imagination in Africa have cultivated several areas of high
artistic intensity and produced a lot of incisive and cutting
works which are both pieces of singular lives and pieces of
collective history. Luis Meque's exploration of the

underground

life in

the cities, Ishmael Wilfred's fascination for

the presence of spirits in our daily

modern

of the African sculpture by Mustapha

life,

Dime

the reinvention

or by

Tafuma

Gutsa, are not just amazing and exciting for the gaze. They are
also basic, suggestive and succulent foods for the aesthetic
intelligence of Africans facing their actuality and finding

new

paths between their present past and their future present.

One may
During

From
the

define also a structural

this last

demand

for art criticism.

decade, a culture of bienniales has flourished.

the Cairo bicnniale of contemporary art in North Africa to

Johannesburg biennale

in

Southern Africa, passing through

West Africa, the agenda of the visual arts
in Africa is not blank. It is busy and each event develops its
unique form and content.

the

Dakar biennale

Devoted

in

become
in the

and outside Africa including
Dakar bienniale nourishes the aim to

to African artists inside

the African Diaspora, the

panafricanist.

The treatment of African

two other bicnnales with African

.ind the international

art is different

artists in the

dimension emphasised. In

fact

minority

both of

ihcsc manifcslalions. Johannesburg and Cairo, want to be
inleniatlonal bienniales in Africa rather than being an African
liicnnialc.

The stakes

of art

criticism in Africa
The
in

structures and processes of these different art exhibitions

Africa are themselves open to debate. For instance, while

Dakar and Johannesburg bienniales work with curators who
are more or less responsible for the selection of the artists, the
Cairo event gives more power to institutional structures. That is
the

and ministries of culture

to say, curators of national galleries

inside the countries are implicated in the selection of the artists.

hearing .some names of

can be observed

in the

celebrated under the
daily

work of the

we

artists.

This process

name of African photography

earlier

photographers

in Africa,

is

refers to the

before the

same contagious effects between
sociology and ethnology. At the same time, the

1960s, and
aesthetics,
visibility

modem African

domain of photography. What

find again the

of contemporary African photographers becomes

problematic.

The
is

situation of cinema, dance, photography,

Each of these

simpler.

Panafricanist Festival of

has

arts

its

own

music and drama

festival.

The

Prominence

the

intemalisation of African contemporary painting and

Cinema of Ouagadougou,

Choregraphical Meetings of Luanda, the Photographic

sculpture.

Meetings of Bamako and the Market of Live Arts of Abidjan

most of

don't

seem

have

to

a

problem of

identity.

It

all

these various fields

is:

One of the main concerns
What are the logics and the

How

is

African

What has been promoted

the time, that

which appears

same

artists in the

as authentic African art
to rupture

the items of this exigency are
artist is):

(i.e.

The

short

norm of
list

of

to be an 'authentic' African

not to be influenced by Western

art,

not to have been

a scholar of a school of fine arts, not to be young, not to be

art

invented and

why? But

these questions must be preceded by

expert in artistic rights, not to be already known,

another one:

How

criticism to be concieved, formatted

Meanwhile, an

is art

is,

Western

time, the ambiguity of the

authenticity has generated negative criteria.

these different artistic disciplines.

aesthetics of these different exhibitions?

given to neo-primitivist

standards. But at the

could be highly

instructive to put in perspective the aesthetic tendencies in

across

is

and executed regarding these demands?

artist

etc.

dealing with popular imagination or

offering the spectacle of a laughing Africa,

is

welcome. Such

a policy digs a deep gap between the external point of view

One may

presented as an international one, and the internal status of the

distinguish at least three types of criticism: the

academic and, between these two, the

journalistic, the

writing in specialised journals.

Impressionist in

The

first is

the

most

is

Engaged

discourse on

art

in the

As long

academic
art

which construct

In the

style.

invention of the daily pages, this

avoids the jargon and the superimposition of

theoretical references

middle

the preciosity of the

field, the criticism practised

their faults.

It

can master

risk

is that,

from

as airport art has increased

art.

If

we

accept that the process of African contemporary

by

first, in

sociological and ethnological codes, and then second, in

assuming a personal observation and imagination,
recognize that African

its

artistic

As long

continues to be seen as the other of Western

enough

is

The few

that exist are not as rich as they

that there are not

art

magazines

in Africa.

need to be to

the active collaboration of journalists and scholars.
the

problem of

publication,
exhibit the

it

art criticism in

is

also a

works of

and must engage so

Africa

problem of

artists

is

that they

art critic

can

and communicate the reason for showing such artworks and the
need for the public themselves

to try to elaborate the

Alienated from

meanings

has been aestheticised while Negro

art

was

produced. This aestheticisation has fostered a blindness to the
art in process.

One

has to wait

till

the

end of the 1960s before

itself

can never be

and from the other, how can African

How

can

it

prevent

border of African culture?

itself

art

art

from being the external

We must

find out an alternate way,

which must not prohibit the first view point but which will
overcome and dialecticise it. The professionals and the
amateurs of African art criticism must not just speak about
African

like.

Since the beginning of the century, the so-called traditional
art

art, it

avoid remaining on the borderline of the international

from
African

as African art

itself.

system?

ability or opportunity to

can stimulate a real discussion

of the artworks they like or don't

else.

attract

However,

not just a problem of

with which the Afiican

we may

production can no longer be

seen as the other of someone

But the

art

gaining distance from the

specific assets: better quality of photographic reproductions,

problem

empire,
it.

as the script of African art continues to be conceived

opportunity to take the time to think and write,

etc.

its

outside, African art will appear as the 'other' of Western

criticism consists,

magazines can combine the advantages of the two previous

methods without assuming

The

a kind

of immediate reaction, which doesn't take the time for
distancing.

artwork.

neo-primitivist trends encapsulate creativity and direct

current.

inspiration, journalistic criticism

its

critical

artists

and exhibitions. They must akso orchestrate,

their internal African points of view, their personal

syntax of African material cultures. This will begin to put an

end

to the monolithic externally-driven discourse

and

start to

on Africa

explore the heterogeneity of African cultures in the

light of their internal histories.
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the world continue and even seem to grow deeper
economically and politically, international biennales and symposiums
offer opportunities for direct interaction and exchange of views.
Barbara Murray writes about an experience of the ongoing process
of understanding between people from very different realities

As the

divisions

in

Reconsidering

meanings

Mohammed

Kacimi, Sol. Disque Solaire
(and details), 1998, installation

I

6

Photos courtesy

Mohammed

Kacimi

th

the

Cairo Biennale
Cairo

is

a city

of 18 million
inhabitants, at the

intersection of Africa,
the

Middle East,

enter

its

Europe and

in a country

8th millenium.

Its

about to

skyline displays

ancient of extant textiles at the

elaborate minarets, steel and concrete skyscrapers,

church spires,

sattelite dishes

and the ancient pyramids; on the

pavement outside a Macdonalds, bread

in

a centuries old method; the mullah calls the faithful to prayer while

Mozart, Arab and rave music blare from passing cars;
galibahs, 3-piece suits and

denims and

T-shirts

sit at

men

the

discussing business; mini-skirted teenagers walk alongside

table

women

completely covered according to Muslim tradition; donkey carts

over the multi-laned freeways next to the
there

is

latest

BMWs;

displayed that few visitors register the

1982 and seen parts of

Tutankhamun

in his

its

is

everywhere

documented and
had visited Cairo in

so well

new

mixed heritage

art.

I

— Anubis,

when

the invitation

came

to participate in the

Isis,

golden and bejewelled splendour, the most

I

is

that this

our ignorance of the

art

was

of our

to expect.

so

art

symposium of the

had no idea what

myself and others were surprised
Egypt, such

— but was

unaware of any contemporary Egyptian

7th

In fact,

the 7th biennale in

own

continent!

trot

decay and construction. As with India, China or Greece, the

richness of the ancient Egyptian culture

totally

Cairo International Biennale

in

same

the intricate beauty of

Islamic ceramics and calligraphy

baked using a clay oven

is

Museum and

Coptic

—

The many divides within Africa

cultural (for example, Berber,

Ndebele, Nubian, Eritrean), religious (Animist, Christian,

Mushm,

Jewish), geographical (the Sahara), enforced migrations (slavery and

indented Indian labour), competitive colonisers (British, Dutch,
French, German, Portuguese), exacerbated by the time factor in
successive battles for independence and the subsequent varying

]
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levels of development

and

linguistic differences, further pressured

by technological and financial borrowings from other continents
have resulted

most African countries looking

in

to

anyone but

Zimbabweans may know about art
Britain but possibly have more in common with art in Egypt,
Senegal or Morocco for example.
neighbours. Consequently

the 7th Cairo Biennale exhibited

—

their
in

works by

International in

its intent,

over 200

(36 from Africa) from 53 countries (only 8 in Africa

artists

and mostly from the northern

Egypt, Ethiopia, Algeria, Sudan,

half:

Morocco, Tunisia; with Uganda and South Africa from further

symposium was, however, more

south).

The

Among

the internationally

biennale's

inclusive.

foregrounded the unpredictability of the organic and emphasised

work was captioned:
"Components of the work
from water, paper pulps ...from the
stalks of plants, from papyrus, ward el nil linen, cotton and cactus.
From iron rust, from fire, carbon and sawdust, from sands, rock
oxides, and dust. From the remnants of our daily things.
Daydreams, intimate places, and memories of my whole existence
and my personal history ...I reveal these forms." This could be
compared, for example, with German artist Suzanne Schick's
installation based on the concept of the beehive which although
sensory, intuitive intelligence. His

—

referring to the organic
industrially

is

cool and anaestheticised with

its

manufactured materials neatly and cleanly ordered,

foregrounding clinical analysis.

America now

known

living in Italy

was Joseph Kosuth from

artists

whose

installation

panelled room, painted floor to ceiling

in

same sentence
Arabic, English and French: "What does
the panels

was written

the

succinct distillation of the reason for

all

comprised a large

matt mid-grey.
in

On

four of

high Arabic, colloquial

mean?" It provided a
human arts and sciences
was posed in many ways
it

the

—

the search for meaning.

by

different artists revealing highly varied, culturally influenced,

interpretations

The question

and attempted answers. Egyptian Medhat Shafik's

large untitled tripych for example, just

array of swirling

managed

to contain a

drawn and painted images, integrated with

glued, nailed objects in

many

huge
tied,

different materials such as paper,

canvas, wood, ceramic, metal. Another of his works showed roughly
tied bales, stained

and patched, tumbling out through the

aged wooden doors of a

sort of

ill-fitting,

Nubia:

A

land condemned to

Nile by Hassan Ali

and

3D

Ahmed

die.

A memory of a

land sunk under the

of the Sudan consisted of 13 small

2D

panels in earth tones each bearing fragments of cultural

memory:

and
encompassed the personal as well as the

textures, patterns, colours, symbols, photos, narrative

painted or drawn images.
national, identified

and

It

felt,

an emotion-based intelligence, evoking

a strong sense of loss and reminding viewers of the violent
destruction caused by dominance. Looking

at related issues,

Leopoldo Ferran and Agustina Otero from Spain exhibited Cautivo,
an icy-looking human body caste suspended between huge gleaming
metal spikes inside a steel cage, and

showed

Ana Axpe from Switzerland

a strangely distancing video sequence of close-ups of a

victim being violently and repeatedly slapped across the face while
silently attempting to maintain her

cultural storehouse painted with

composure. The accompanying

images. Both these works search

sound was

for

meaning

in the specific

a mixture of mechanical

noise and the harsh slapping.

Egyptian context.

There were also works which

As

appeared to straddle the basic

a generalistion.

for the cerebral,

I am suggesting by
combining elements from different
cultures. These were created by

refined, analytical,

artists

technological, ordered

who have been

and controlled. Art

by

from Africa and other

Hatoum, a Palestinian

Western

showed

art

on display

a preference

non-Western countries
in contrast,

again a

division

from non-Western countries
strongly influenced

Mona

cultural interaction.

artist

installation: a 20-foot

generalisation, offered

photograph Over

Body, a passage lined

spiritually driven,

level with

controllable views of

in

long

My Dead

more emotive, rougher,
organic, chaotic and less

based in

Britain, presented a 3-part

at

eye-

boomerang shapes

roughly beaten metal, and a

final

room carpeted with
handwoven

traditionally

life.

Egyptian rugs decorated with

A

highly textured, multi-

faceted installation of

works

in stained

and dyed

hand-made and hand-moulded
paper combined with other

skeletons rather than the usual
pastoral motifs with, along the
wall, a continuous single line of

British toy soldiers brandishing
their guns.

natural materials by

Mohammed Abu

El

(Egypt - see cover
illustration)
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Naga

Nearby was
installation

a video

by Sydia

Reyes of Venezuela

entitled Protests

which raised the spectre of the

industrialised nations and the rest of the world.

conflict
It

between

consisted of three

video screens set in three vertical, large, cold aluminium capsules

which were balanced on
pyres.

bare, dry branches assembled like funeral

The black and white video opens with solemn

music and shots of

piles of

huge logs with,

in the

ritualistic

background, the

sound of a single axe slowly and steadily chopping. The camera
pans over the logs, moving closer to show bark and grain and then
out to reveal a huge area of felled trees. Cut to an inverted view of
the ancient gnarled roots of a virile tree pushing

up out of the

ground. The view turns and moves slowly up the surface of the tree
trunk and into huge leafy branches, the music swells, the axe chops,
the

shadows of

camera

pulls

sway on the ground. The music ends.
which continues to chop. The
tree top, over a vast forest. The screen

the branches

Silence except for

tlif

invisible axe

up above the

blanks out. The axe chops. Silence.

There was much

to discuss. One of the keywords of the biennale
was rapprochment and in her opening address, Fatma Ismail, the
director of the symposium, emphasised that its aim was to provide a
coming together, a dialogue between different people, places and
theories. However, given the American and British bombing of Iraq
which began on the eve of the symposium (16 December 1998),

rapprochment

fell

victim to reality.

Many

of the speakers

highlighted the aggressive dominance and exclusionary tactics of the

West, and a concerted effort had to be

symposium

made throughout

to maintain a sense of dialogue.

the

While Carlo

Quintevalle, from Italy and one of the biennale jurists, spoke of the

"overall state of decay of indigenous cultures" in Africa and claimed
that "colonisation

...

limelight),

has partially contributed to bring the

West being the
Bedri Baykam from Turkey castigated the West as "a

indigenous cultures

...

into the limelight" (the

cultural guerrilla".

(opposite) Medhat Shafik, (Title unl<nown),
1998, installation

Hassan AM Ahmed, Nubia: A Land Condemned
A Memory of a Land Sunl< Under the Nile,
1998, approx 70 X 95cm, mixed media

(top)

to Die.

Ahmed

Selim of Egypt spoke of both the positive and negative

aspects of influence and time within and between cultures, and of the
acceleration of these during the closing decades of the 20th century
particularly with the Internet.

Quoting Paul Feyraband, and

(bottom) Suzanne Schick,
1998, installation

(Title

unknown

-

detail),
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.

in

breaching the divides. Selim

suggested that "science controls our thinking in a

way

oasis,

and ignoring

motivates

the mysterious side

which

Representing Zimbabwe,

and

lives inside us

described

Art on the other hand can explore this influential side

us.

some

I

showed

emphasised the cross-

fertihsation of cultures, citing the timeline: Egyptian

Chinese

-

Indian

-

Japanese

-

Greek

-

European, and reminded us of the

-

develop

local art in order to

Arab

art critics,

-

it

within our

own

critically analyse

we

countries so

historian

and

who

critic

lectures in

of African

new and need

Nigeria,

art criticism citing

Zimbabwe and

South Africa, and
underscored the importance

Simonetta

of state and societal

the growing eclecticism of

involvement

art,

is at

and more sensual

present sorely lacking.

Later, during a panel

emotions" but went on to

"Albanians

in establishing

a culture of criticism which

acknowledged

what she called "fresher
forces

discussion with Sudanese

list

in Italy, the

artist

Ibrahim El Salahi,

Turkish quarter in Berlin,

Oguibe took Egypt

Africa in the centre of

for ignoring

Brussel.'i"

art

America, interrogated the status

Gorreri raised the subject of

European

can

meet other cultures on more equal ground. Olu Oguibe, Nigerian

for the sort of stability found
in traditions.

and emphasised the need

document and

recurring conflict between the
desire for the

work and

growing strength of

individual artists, the role of criticism and Gallery magazine, the

for African countries to support,

Mohammed Hamza,

slides of recent local

facets of the art scene: the

formation of the association of

which science completely overlooks."

Another Egyptian,

art he like the well, spring,

where we can meet for a drink?"

that

dominates human behavior, suppressing emotion and disguising our
feelings,

"Can

hatred and division, and asked

highlighting one of the major divisive factors today, Selim then

spoke of the importance of art

and proposed that

identity

to task

African

its

and looking rather to

West "insert artists from
Arabian and Mediterranean

the Mediterranean and the

countries into the great

young artists who felt they
had been excluded from the

the

Middle East, and

European exhibition.'/"
Words such as 'insert" and
great" in this context do
to

biennale.

called for

greater openness.

little

encourage rapprochment

Openness was also
emphasised by Joseph
Kosuth who held that art

and careless use of language
is

He

for stifling

a major stumbling block.

first

However, the

which takes place

third

and fourth

is

and foremost a process

Tensions simmered.

a

at

sessions brought a change of

"cluster of interface.'," that

mood

interaction produces cultural

.

with papers from

Kenya, South Africa,

meaning, and that

Zimbabwe, Morocco,

intellectuals actively

Nigeria, Sudan, the African

engaged with

Diaspora and Egypt which

He encouraged

all

highlighted developments
that indicate a

growing

artists are

their

own

artists

critics to protect

time.

and

any

reject defining limits of

self-

art

openness,

kind, and question meanings

confidence in African

by playing new games with

countries. Salah Hassan,

from the Sudan now based

old traditions.

in

Kim

Levin,

America, spoke of ground-

president of the International

breaking work being created

Association of Art Critics,

by African
their

women

suggested that "much of the

artists,

most interesting art

imaging of gender and

Emma

the international art scene.

Bedford proposed, somewhat

optimistically, that South African art has

and suggested

women

that

is

moved on from

apartheid

one of their major concerns was the liberation of

women from the veil.
participants who slated that

as for example, liberating Islamic

This was hotly contested by several
Islam

misunderstood and

to seeing cultures through

is

coming from the so-called

the body, and their effect on

that in Africa

we

are particularly prone

Western eyes: "We

in

Egypt believe

peripheries" and that while marginalisation
past the processes are in progress.

is
is

not yet a thing of the

being continually

perspectives, bringing in omissions and

new understandings which

exclusions, creating

give credit to

mutations, subversions, and appropriations (borrowed, stolen,
imposed). Carmelo Strano, an Italian philosopher, spoke of "« kind

of elasticity"

know

European ideas of Africa also!"

new

rewritten from

History

in

there are

"an

ellii>lical

no simple

world of ccmiplex interactions. We

situaiiots."

He suggested that there are no
"What does it mean.'"

clear answers, but in reply to Joseph Kosuth"s

George Abungu, director of museums in Kenya, described current
programmes to develop museums as places of serious research,
cultural, historical

run

and social dialogue. He

away from Africa

responsibility

is

but

state support; they

gallery but a small collection of
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Abungu closed by

modern

art

must not

main
Kenya, like

thai art critics'

to get the local people involved in art.

Zimbabwe, has problems with
structure.

felt thai artists

work together and

have no national

within the

criticising politicians for

the artist creates a

"Maybe"

for viewers to contemplate.

Ibrahim

who was

the last speaker, brought us back to earth

I'l

Salahi.

by describing,

in his

Sudanese

artist.

as a

and break

in cultural

quid and gcnllc way. his personal experiences
He reminded us of the very real disinheritance
understanding caused by colonial intervention

museum

and impo.sed value systems, of the past and current

fomenting

problems which force many African

artists to

political

work elsewhere, of

African

bringing back

artists

and rejected by

'foreign'

new

their

ideas

(opposite) Leopoldo Ferran

which are considered

& Agustina Otero,

Cauf/i^o (detail), 1998, installation

communities, of the need for

international audiences for art and international dialogue. El Salahi

admitted there are

what

I

many

acquired, what I

saying that

learned,

(below)

Mona Hatoum, Over My Dead Body

rejected the idea of fragmentation

(detail),

1998, installation

"between what

I

was, what

I

experiences are irrefutable parts of a person's whole

all

He

identity.

facets

know" but

also suggested that fear

is

our biggest problem and

recounted how, as a student

in Britain

and looking for

accommodation, he arrived

at the last

possible place late in the

The landlady had been encouraging on the phone but when
she saw his black skin she said there was no room and began to close
evening.

the door. In desperation El Salahi put his foot in the door and

begged her
time she

hour

to let

still

him come

in for half

an hour to

talk; if after that

had no room he would leave. She relented. Half an

later she

happily took

him

in as a

lodger and now, after long

years, they remain close friends.

The symposium of the 7th Cairo Biennale was an
from 9.30 a.m.

intense four days

(or thereabouts) to 9.00 p.m. with discussions

continuing long into the night, encompassing about 55 presentations

with subsequent debates, as well as panel discussions with six
so this article can only offer a few of the

Biennale succeeded in

its

many

highlights.

artists,

The Cairo

aim of bringing together artworks and

people from a wide range of very different
grateful to have participated

realities

and

I

am

deeply

and met so many committed and

inspirational individuals. Gilane

Tawadros, director of the

Institute

of International Visual Arts in London, herself Egyptian though she
has lived abroad since the age of five, suggested that the central
challenge
cultures.

is

to maintain specificity while

We

need

to

engaging with other

encourage the acceptance of many fragments

as parts of our identities,

acknowledge the contribution each

fragment makes to our existence, and not be afraid to interact with

openness and
meanings.

elasticity in the search,

through

art,

for possible

Days
of

grass
Artist

and farmer,

Steve

Pratt, offers

some thoughts
on an alternative

approach

to

art-making
Steve Pratt, Sand Form, weathering by wind
beginning, later eroded by sea and (detail)
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There

between man and the

a relationship

is

environment which has deep roots

in the

psyche of Zimbabwe. Central to

artistic

relationship

landscape

not
this

the experience of the

is

itself

spirit

of the

its

art in the

antiquity;

bush

power

its

of the landscape, not

— an experience which

its

presence,

as an integral part

measured physical

its

limits; its mystery, not

—

its

meaning.

is

given profound expression through the

But a further dimension presents

wealth of rock paintings scattered through

unintended by the

the granite areas of this country.

artist

itself,

but relevant to the

passage of time and the present. Exfoliation

of the rock surface and staining from dassie
It is

without doubt that the painters of the

excrement or uneven fading of pigments and

rock-faces were possessed of a powerful

the accumulation of a patina have over time

empathy with

altered the painting.

is

their surroundings. Their art

not an imposition

—

landscape and the landscape belongs to the

and

painting,

it

is

necessary to

a parallel attitude if

one

to

is

Time and

its

agents by

adding and taking away are part of a

belongs to the

it

dynamic

move towards

be touched by

creative and destructive process

outside the consciousness or control of the
artist.

this spirit.

This suggested interaction between time and

There

is

an

art to

walking

in the bush.

discovered something so obvious that now,
years

later,

ludicrous.

my
I

previous ignorance seems

found

that if

I

chosen

me from my

dulled

my

was

aimlessness

in

secret,

— no

set

I

selecting the

natural change, the artist consciously

relationship with time in

surroundings and

The

senses.

By

establishes or recognises an ongoing

place, the preoccupation with getting there

alienated

explored further

circumstances which influence the pace of

walked with the

specific intention of getting to a

maker of images can be broadened and

the

I

disintegration of

discovered,

plan or goal,

wood

which the slow

or the rapid motion

of sand in the wind becomes an extension of
his

own

creativity.

The essence of this

direction or time, but simply a fluidness of

interaction

movement guided by

transience of things as a basis on which to

the

momentary

suggestions of passing influences along the

way.

By moving

current,

thus, like a twig in the

one becomes part of the flow, and

that state

one

is

explore

is

that the artist accepts the

anew along

the paths etched by time

into his incomplete creation.
in

permitted an insight into the

The

artist

works

in partnership with time,

no

and

in this partnership

he

differentiated

is

only by a selective consciousness which his

humanity permits him, but ultimately the
physical manifestations of man's creativity
are obliterated.
artist's lifetime

coincides with the

If this

may exchange

he

the

dubious rewards of fame for the greater
integrity of

anonymity, accepting the

inevitable crumbling of his

work

as the

impetus for renewed creativity. Like
planting and harvesting and ploughing
is

rhythm of

part of the great

in, art

things.

This view of renewal finds expression in

many

societies in Africa including the

of the southern Free State

Tom Matthews
in

in

Sotho

South Africa.

and Annice Changuion wrote

The African Mural of the painted

homestead of a

woman they had met on

their

travels:

"Over the \ears we returned whenever we
happened to be in the area and we were
never disappointed. The designs changed as

—

if one was looking through a kaleidoscope
sometimes bolder and more graphic,

sometimes the colours contrasted more
strongly, sometimes a central theme with
gentle variations, but always harmonious

with the surrounding countryside.

For a few years we were unable

to visit

her

make a special effort
to see her again. Eagerly we anticipated a
new delight, a new example of her
hut finally decided to

outstanding

Imagine our feelings as

artistry.

the veld and looked in
We could find nothing.
Eventually we made out the familiar peach
tree, but that was all. Her home had melted

we stumbled through
vain for her home.

back into the
created.

which it had been
months the bush would

soil from

In a few

completely cover all traces of its existence."

Here

is

an attitude in which

an

art exists in

unselfconscious sympathy with the

circumstances

was made. It
art is some kind of
object sought after by an
which

in

it

challenges the notion that
distilled status

avant-garde

'in set'

meaning. This

with a hotline to deeper

is art

which

into a primal life force,

and

is still

plugged

that for

me

is

Working the land is what
do, and painting is what I do. The turning of
the seasons moves me on. Like ploughing
meaningful

stuff.

I

and planting, harvesting and ploughing
creativity is renewal. The land and the

rhythm and

in,

art are inseparable.

The challenge goes

further and questions the

convention of 'packaging' creativity within
Ihc limits

and limitations of a

finite,

The very I'act that many
made to be portable self-

delineated format.
pieces of art are

contained objects suggests that they exist
spile ot the context of their
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Steve Pratt, Boulder Forms, initial carving and painting of a
tree stump, reworking after discolouration by weather with
linear grooving to bring out natural colouration, after further
weathering removed and combined with stones (1999)

relationship with that context,
at all, is entirely abstract,

in

making. The
if

there

is

one

and thus the piece

can be removed to the foreign confines of a
formal exhibition space. Rock paintings

— they

knew nothing of these refinements

from the physical and

are inseparable

spiritual context in

and

which they

in

which they were made
Their surroundings

exist.

are both format and gallery.

Drawing from
paintings,

understanding of rock

this

am

I

challenged as an

artist to

emancipate myself from a perceived

Simply

to

modem

make durable, exhibitable art.
make art, whatever its fate, and if

complusion

to

the materials used are of a transient nature,

which prevail

to accept that the conditions

Thus

will alter or obliterate the work.

sculpted

wood may be reduced by

termites,

then worked again before finally
disintegrating

from the ravages of wind and

and sun. Or a construction

rain

sand

in

which may have taken many hours over

many days to make is eroded to formless
mounds by a rising wind or consigned to
oblivion in a single moment by the sea.
This

stands and that

it

sometimes never

—

moved

caimot be

art

where

is

it

was made

where

belongs,

it

to be seen, .sometimes

never photographed. Just the act of making
art,
its

which,

own

'^And as for

flower

Steve

be seen

if it is to

terms in

its

man

own

so he flourisheth."

Pratt, Tree, jutting wall left

and gouged,

plaster scraped

seen on

days are of grass; as a

his

in the field

at all, is

place.

during alterations,

later painted,

now

weathering

Forthcoming events and exhibitions
At Gallery Delta, Luis Meque's exhibition
runs until 24 April and will be followed by a

show of work by Raphael Chikukwa and
Gareth Fletcher.

group show of paintings and sculptures by

some of the country's leading contemporary
artists as a fringe

item for the Harare

and join

From 4 May
will

the National Gallery in Harare

be exhibiting the annual show of work

International Festival of the Arts (HIFA).

by the Fine Art students of the Harare

This will include work by Babette

Polytechnic and this will be followed by
National Annual Schools
Exhibition. Julms Nyamubaya, the education officer, has been on extensive promo-

Fitzgerald,

Thakor

Lovemore Kambudzi,

Patel, Marjorie Wallace,

Tendai Gumbo, Cosmos
Shiridzinomwa and others.

tion trips to schools

On

18

May

a first

opened. Sculpture
the gallery

from 8

in
-

wood

Jali will be

will take

over

26 June including work

In April

in.

artist,

one-man

Anish Kapoor.

Please contact us at

for information

invited for a competition

open

to all African

10 June

on the theme of African

women

builders, mothers, workers,

healers. First prize of

US$100

will

be

by Crispen Matekenya, Albert Wachi,

and during July there will be a French-

announced

Gerry Dixon, Maxwell Gochera,
Richard Jack and Stanley Mapfumo.

Zimbabwean workshop with two French
artists. Philippe Desloubieres (sculptor)

Townsends Booksellers & Stationers,
Ambassador House, 80 Union Avenue,
Harare before 30 June.

A new venue — Gallery
initiated

— has been

181

by a group of young

artists

Second

and

and Martial Verdier (photographer).
Sandro's Gallery

is

active again.

From

17

and

as educators, professionals, leaders,

community

May to

showing a

children aged 7-18 resident on the continent

show of sculpture by Anderson
from 10

will be

and

come along

861 195 or e-mail

for artworks

Mukomberanwa

we

to

Children's art competition: Entries are

inclusive.

Pierre Gallery will be exhibiting a

welcome

<bmurray(§'mango.zw>

one-man show of wildly

James

is

details.

around the country and

show should be more

issues, exhibitions

video of work and an interview with British

Tel;

the Pritt

this year's

colourful paintings by

on various topics,
events. Everyone

-

at

ZIBF

Applications for the

Submit

99.

entires to

Thami Mnyele

Extension, they will be showing a large

the press for details of other exhibitions.

Foundation's four-month residencies in
The Netherlands, and for the Unesco-

mixed exhibition as part of HIFA from 28
April to 2 May. There will also be various
exhibitions from individual artists and

Dian Wright

Aschberg

June.

students. Situated at 181

galleries

around the area of the National

Gallery's Sculpture
festival.

Street

One

to

Garden during

look out for

is

a

the

two-man

27 April there will by Daryl Nero. Watch
will be exhibiting in

May/

desk

The

Zimbabwe Association

Critics has a meeting each
the

month

residencies in various countries

for artists worldwide, are available

at the

last

of Art

Monday

at

from the

Gallery Delta. Closing dates are

quite soon so apply now.

of

Bookcafe with discussions
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